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Overview
Mythics Move and Improve Solutions are designed to give customers choice and flexibility in how they deploy their application so that their business requirements drive their cloud adoption. Oracle Cloud offers Ellucian Banner customers options to streamline activities while delivering greater business agility, reducing risk, and lower costs.

Ellucian Banner Modules Supported:
- Student
- Financial Aid
- Accounts Receivable
- Finance
- Advance CRM
- Human Resources

Supporting Apps (examples of Interfaces Supported):
- Housing/Safety/Facilities /Parking
- Business Intelligence & Regulatory Reporting

Other Applications/Technologies Supported:
- LMS (Ellucian and 3rd party)
- Degree Works

Why move your workload to Oracle Cloud?

LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT
- Scale Out Non-Production Instances
- Automation and Orchestration Tools

AUTOMATED MIGRATION TOOLS
- Oracle Toolsets
- Backup and Restore to Oracle Cloud
- Disaster Recovery

SUPPORT GROWTH AND AGILITY
- New Business Processes
- More Users/Departments
- New Functionality

ELASTIC COMPUTING
- On-demand Scaling to Fit Utilization
- Always Current, Always Patched Technology Platform
- Industry Leading Secured Environments
- Metered Services To Control Cost

LOWER COSTS AND RISK
- Easy Procurement for New Capacity
- Cost Effectiveness Applications Management
- No Hardware Refresh Cycles
- Fewer Operational Issues

Ellucian Banner on the Oracle Cloud Offerings
A variety of offerings are available to Education Institutions to simplify and reduce risk when exploring Ellucian Banner on the Oracle Cloud. These offerings represent different phases of your migration to the Cloud. Mythics can support you at the start of your journey, or at any point along the way.

- Banner Migration Project Planning
- Infrastructure Design and Implementation
- Data Migration
- Banner installation and upgrades
- Internet2 Networking and Oracle FastConnect Consulting

Ellucian Banner Modules Supported:
- Student
- Financial Aid
- Accounts Receivable
- Finance
- Advance CRM
- Human Resources

Supporting Apps (examples of Interfaces Supported):
- Housing/Safety/Facilities /Parking
- Business Intelligence & Regulatory Reporting

Other Applications/Technologies Supported:
- LMS (Ellucian and 3rd party)
- Degree Works
Mythics Ellucian Banner Move and Improve Approach
The Mythics Move and Improve Approach begins with a full review and assessment of your Institution’s current environment. We will work with you to review organizational drivers and evaluate your organization’s needs. Our Assessment Response will deliver deployment options and tailor the implementation strategy to your Institution’s unique goals.

Plan and Design
• Produce project plan for instantiation, migration, testing and Go-Live based on assessment and Institution’s goals and current projects / deliverable and timelines.
• Conduct joint workshops delivered side-by-side with your Institution’s key resources. Mythics will perform a complete assessment of Institution’s environment including Banner and all peripheral applications.
• Layout shapes, sizes, and storage file systems

Build and Migrate
• Build tenancy and components
• Build environments
• Instantiate new database and other applications to appropriate virtual and/or bare metal servers (determined by comprehensive assessment)
• Move application, database, and enabling technologies using most appropriate technologies

Test
• Test application(s) in new environment for functional and technical success
  • Batch testing
  • Performance Testing
  • Testing Interfaces (inbound and outbound)
  • Test Online Transactions

Deploy and Transition
• Promote Instance Lifecycle (clone / refresh)
• Go-Live (cutover)
• Support (varying levels of support available for infrastructure and Banner application)

Mythics Move and Improve Tools and Methodology
Licensing & Support Cost Savings Across All Oracle Environments
• Cloud elasticity, delivering on demand scale up or down

Advanced Topologies
• Options for Performance and High Availability

Production Cut-Over to Cloud Infrastructure
• Phased Cut Over
• Reduced Critical Production Down Time
• Hybrid Cloud Solutions

Automated Operations
• Reduced Cloning Time
• Reduced Refresh Time

Mythics is here to help guide your migration. Contact the Oracle experts at Mythics today!
(866) MYTHICS | cloud@mythics.com | www.mythics.com/ellucianbanner
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